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BeyoncÃ© is one of the world's biggest pop stars--and this lavishly illustrated book is the first to
celebrate the talented singer, songwriter, producer, and actress in the glam style she deserves!
Since rising to fame with the R&B group Destiny's Child, BeyoncÃ© Knowles has enjoyed success
after success, starting with her debut solo album, the multiplatinum, GrammyÂ®-award winning
Dangerously in Love. BeyoncÃ© follows the artist's life (including her marriage to hip-hop mogul
Jay-Z and the birth of their daughter, Blue Ivy) and career, her wildly popular music, videos, and
movies, and her role as a fashion icon.Â
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My daughter had to do a living biography and she chose Beyonce. This book was perfect! It is very
detailed and is very well put together. It goes up to the birth of Blue Ivy so is still pretty current.
Great buy!

OMG...i LOE Beyonce so much, i feel like i really knw her..i have been a been a huge fan since she
was in Destinys Child :)I think she is really talented and a gr8 dancer as well...this book really is a
cool thing for a real bey fan...

I am a HUGE "b" fan and have seen all of her movies (all great) and either downloaded or bought all
her singles or albums (itunes and .com anyone?) The pictures of her are GREAT andn she looks

amazing as always. Yes I am a lesbian and was in love with Destiny's Child from "No No No" and
up! You rule, B! I'm crazy in love with her and all her fans are! 5 stars.

Hi there!I really love this piece. The book is absolutely fantastic!Thank you very much!Best
wishes,Norbert B.

Whats not to love a book full of pictures and great story about one of my favorites entertainers....
LOVES IT!

This is a great Book for all BeyoncÃ© fansI love the pictures and it give you a great look into her
world

I purchased this book as a birthday gift for a friend of my son. The recipient is a fan of Beyonce and
he was thrilled to receive it.J. D,, Texas

This book was well received by the students in my classroom. The pictures are current and the facts
are right on it.
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